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ABSTRACT
Thevisualization system considers financial people's needs and approaches
alternative wayto understand financial data. This is oneof theprocesses of analyzing and
converting data from two different modalities into graphics. This allows financial decision
makers andfinancial analyst to gaininsight intothe data, drawconclusions and directly
interact with the data. The purpose of thisproject is to develop visualization forfinancial
instruments - equity and to researchthe effectiveness of financial visualization for financial
trader andinvestors. Tomake sure financial visualization forequities will work, thisproject
will focus first in otherelement from finance whichis share price. The reasonto choose share
price is because share price is one of important financial elements in financial market. This
visualizationsystemdeals with two modalitiesof information; numerical and textual.
Financial trader or investor make his/her decision based on the behaviour of equities
or share price overa certain period of time and consults other sources of information directly
or indirectly with theinstruments. These sources include internal factor of certain industry or
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
This project will focus on developing an application that shows the correlation
between time series of financial data and market sentiment using bimodal visualization
and techniques. This visualization system deals with two modalities of information such
as numerical and textual.
The available information in financial markets mainly comprises market instruments'
indices, market reports, market news and announcements. Two main modalities are used
in communication related to the financial markets. There are sequences of numerical data
indexes by time, including number of shares traded, their values, and the values of the
aggregates. The second modality is written language such as financial reports including
market sentiment, other stories affected by and affecting the financial markets. All this
data is not as discretely time indexed.
Data visualization methods are used quite extensively by the vendors of financial
news. Different techniques were also developed for the same purpose like breakdown
visualization, which is a visual spreadsheet format for comparison ofadjacent
visualizations.
Visualization techniques depend on only one modality of information, which is
numeric. A problem arises when a different modality like textual information is
introduction. Text usually displayed as stream of characters running under the time series
display for much of the financial news is about change the value of instruments.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Currently, visualization for financial data using only one modality of information
which is "numeric" has been developed. A new problem arises when different modality
like "textual" information been introduced. The financial trader receives market
information in at least two forms: numbers and text. While various types of chart can be
used to display numerical data in a form that is easy to digest and analyse, the financial
trader is expected to read literally hundreds of stories. Even if this only means reading the
headlines or skim-reading, this is still a monumental task. Surveys of financial traders
show that rather than using informative, complex techniques, simple visualisation
techniques were always preferred. Clearly, a system that can simultaneously deal with
numeric and textual data would be of benefit.
1.3 OBJECTIVE
• To visualize potential change in the mood of market
• To visualize the data and information contents in two different modalities
• To develop an application that can manage a collection ofnews stories and
historical time-series
• To analyze the news stories for market sentiment
• To correlate financial time-series with a time-series ofkeywords describing
the positive and negative mood of the market
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1.4 SCOPE
The application will focus on developing a prototype that correlates financial time-
series together with keywords that describing up and downof current market. Despite the
fact that textual informationis not as discretelytime indexed, this prototype demonstrates
how newsreports can be organisedand analysedin order to assess and quantifythe
general mood ofthe trading market. The assessment is about the sentiment, which is
conveyed in an individualnews item: does the news item expressa positive sentimentor
a negative sentiment? Such expression is deeply embedded in language. Nevertheless,
one can argue that the occurrence of words related to progress, profits, rising share prices
may boost traders' confidenceand the opposite, traumaticaccidents, losses, falling share
prices, will dent the traders' confidence.
Theapplication is focus on helpfinancial tradermaking decision on interpreting
buy/sell signal from the visualization.




2.1 BIMODAL VISUALIZATION - A FINANCIAL TRADING CASE STUDY
• Current application - prediction in financial trading
• Visualization for Financial Market
o Introduce "Charting" technique to generate decision-making
• Generate buy/sell signals for financial instruments
• Visualizing Market Sentiment
o indicate how traders feel about market - use a few term
2.1.1 System SATISFI
o A visualization system for viewing a text corpus, queried according to the
various attributes of its constituent text has been developing in Java as a key
component.
o Work with Reuter's country and industry sector categories together with
Reuters supplied keywords.
2.1.2 Correlation Visualization adopting Bimodal Visualization - Current Project
o Can view financial news in Malaysia and about particular sector
o The visualization system work with The Edge Daily in Malaysia's market
analysis.
o Correlation Visualization was developed to show correlation between time
series and market sentiment.
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2.2 NetBeans
NetBeans refers to both a platform for the development of Java desktop applications,
and an integrated development environment (IDE) developed using the NetBeans Platform.
The NetBeans Platform allows applications to be developed from a set ofmodular software
components called modules. A module is a Java archive file that contains Java classes written
to interact with the NetBeans Open APIs and a manifest file that identifies it as a module.
Applications built on modules can be extended by adding new modules. Since modules can
be developed independently, applications based on the NetBeans platform can be easily and
powerfully extended by third party developers.
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2.2.1 NetBeans Platform
The NetBeans Platform is a reusable framework for simplifying the development of
other desktop applications. When an application based on the NetBeans Platform is run, the
platform's main class is executed. Available modules are located, placed in an in-memory
registry, and the modules' start-up tasks are executed. Generally, a module's code is loaded
into memory only as it is needed.
Applications can install modules dynamically. Any application can include the
Update Centre module to allow users of the application to download digitally-signed
upgrades and new features directly into the running application. Reinstalling an upgrade or a
new release does not force users to download the entire application again.
The platform offers services common to desktop applications, allowing developers to focus
on the logic specific to their application. Among the features of the platform are:
• User interface management (e.g. menus and toolbars)
• User settings management
• Storage management (saving and loading any kind ofdata)
• Window management
• Wizard framework (supports step-by-step dialogs)
2.2.2 NetBeans IDE
The NetBeans IDE is an open-source integrated development environment written
entirely in Java using the NetBeans Platform. NetBeans IDE supports development of all Java
application types (J2SE, web, EJB and mobile applications) out of the box. Among other
features are an Ant-based project system, version control and refactoring.
The current version is NetBeans IDE 6.0, which was released in December 2007.
NetBeans IDE 6.0 extends the existing Java EE features (including Java Persistence support,
EJB 3 and JAX-WS). Additionally, the NetBeans Enterprise Pack supports development of
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Java EE 5 enterprise applications, including SOA visual design tools, XML schema tools,
web services orchestration (for BPEL), and UML modelling. The NetBeans C/C++ Pack
supports C/C++ projects. NetBeans 5.5.1 builds on the functionality ofNetBeans 5.5 and also
provides several bug fixes.
NetBeans IDE 6.0 builds upon the previous version 5.5.1, which introduced
comprehensive support for developing IDE modules and rich client applications based on the
NetBeans platform, a new GUI builder (formerly known as "Project Matisse"), new and
redesigned CVS support, Weblogic 9 and JBoss 4 support, and many editor enhancements.
2.2.3 Modularity
All the functions of the IDE are provided by modules. Each module provides a well
defined function, such as support for the Java language, editing, or support for the CVS
versioning system. NetBeans contains all the modules needed for Java development in a
single download, allowing the user to start working immediately. Modules also allow
NetBeans to be extended. New features, such as support for other programming languages,
can be added by installing additional modules. For instance, Sun Studio, Sun Java Studio
Enterprise, and Sun Java Studio Creator from Sun Microsystems are all based on the
NetBeans IDE.
2.3 Visual Basic (Microsoft Visual Studio 2005)
At early phase ofthis project, I decided to use Java but in the end I found Java is more
challenging and difficult for me to developing this application. After make a few research
through out the web and books, I decide to develop this application using Visual Basic.
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2.4 The Edge Daily Malaysia
TheEdgeDaily is the financial and investment daily news website of The Edge
weekly. It brings unprecedented advantage for people in search ofbusiness and investment
news on Malaysia and the region. Our readers will have access to breaking news throughout
the day, every trading day - an edge they need to stay ahead oftoday's fast paced market
moves.
TheEdgeDaily is brought to you by The Edge Communications Sdn Bhd, which
publishes The Edge, Malaysia's best selling and highly regarded publication on business and
investment. A complete, separate dedicated editorial team of writers and reporters work
extensively to provide the latest on business and investment news to help our readers make
informed investment decisions.
2.5 Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel
In developing this project, Microsoft Access and Excel is important and needed
software. The system using Microsoft Access to store and retrieve data that later subsequently
will generated correlation visualization automatically. Microsoft Excel is using to display the
generated correlation visualization or graph.





The spiral model is a software development process combining elements of both
designand prototyping-in-stages, in an effortto combine advantages of top-down and
bottom-up concepts. Alsoknown as the spiral lifecycle model, it is a systems development
method (SDM) used in information technology (IT). Thismodel of development combines
the features of the prototyping model andthe waterfall model. The spiral model is intended
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3,2 PROTOTYPING METHOD
Throughout January until March 2008 I have try to used spiral as my method for this
project, I have encountered many problemsin developing the prototype. As for conclusion I
decided to change my method from spiral to prototype method. As far as I'm concern, this
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3.2.1 Current Phase
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Prototyping allows all or partof a system to be constructed quickly to understand and clarify
issues. The systemrequirement or designrequires repeatedinvestigation to ensureuser have
common understanding what is needed and what is proposed. Overall is, this method focus on
reducing risk and uncertainty in system development.
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Textual Summary ! Time Series Summary
Figure 6
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This figure outlines basic approach that is adopted to process ofbimodal information. The
source of data is from The Edge Daily Malaysia and has been analyze to generate unique
keywords. This framework:
a) Summarizes financial news articles using linguistic resources
b) Summarizes locally volatile financial time series in terms of the turning points
c) Facilitates the visualization of the buy/sell signal. This will define text summarization
and time series summarization modules in greater details.
13





4.1.1 Draw X-Line Axis and Y-Line Axis
A visualization system for viewing a text corpus, queried according to the various
attributes of its constituent texts can be developing using Java and to be more specific is
using JCreator and NetBeans software. The system is plan to be writing in Java and can be
accessible on the world-wide web. The visualization system can work with financial news
and industry sector with supplied keywords. The user can view news about a particular
country of sector.
The visualization system on the web shows weekly news and display content ofan
individual news item together with the keywords associated with the content. The
visualizationsystemcan work with financial news categorisation. This systemwas developed
to show the correlation between a time-series of an instrument is seldom used in its raw form
rather derived forms are used: return and volatility. The index return is the logarithmic
difference between two consecutive values and volatility is a measure of how fast or slowly
the instrument moves up or down in terms of its value.
14
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4.2 SECOND PHASE
The systemhas four major components that shouldhave in the system:
4.2.1 Time Series Display:
The system can display three time series at a time. These time series comprise index
values, upward movement indicators and downward indicators. Upward and
downward movement indicators are the quantification of the market sentiment
expresses in financial news. Over70 terms eachhavebeenidentified for conveying
'good' and 'bad' news. The movementindicatortime seriesare synthesized by
countingthese movementindicator terms within the financial news publishedfor a
particular day. Each time series is normalised for proper display purposes.
4.2.2 Time Series Correlation:
Correlation is a measure of the degree of linear relationship between two time series.
The systemprovides the user the facility of cross correlating two series in any form.
Any series can be shifted forward or backward and cross correlation recalculated to
determine whether the market is followed by the news or vice versa.
4.2.3 Document Display
This comprises two parts:
a. Document Titles: Clicking on any ofthe time series, displays the corresponding
date's news titles.
b. Document Content: The content of any document title can be viewed by clicking
that news title.
4.2.4 Document Analysis:
Whenever a document title is selected from the news list, the extracted sentiment
keywords along with the frequencies are displayed in "Document Keyword" area.
Positive sentiment keyword analysis details appear under the title of"Upward
15
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Movement Indicators" and negative sentiment keyword analysis details appear under
the title of "Downward Movement Indicators".
4.3 THIRD PHASE
After change from Java language to Visual Basic, I already design the interface of the
application/system. I have already design three (3) out of four (4) major parts that should
have in this system.
4.3.1 Interface Screen Shot (First Phase)
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In Figure 7, we can see that three major parts of the system have been design and not
fully integrated with coding. End user can select any financial news from document title to be
read. The selected document will be display inside document content and will be
automatically retrieve reserve word like gain, fall, rose and etc. which is a unique keywords
indicator. These keywords later will be display inside document keyword part and will sum
up the total number of upward and downward movement indicator. These will determine the
16
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mood of market on that day. Later, it will correlate financial time-series with time-series of
unique keyword to be display in chart.
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Figure 8 shows improvement of the systemin function coordination and colour. The system
also retrieves a few news stories from The Edge Daily Malaysia.
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In third phase, a few functions have been addedsuchas date. This is to easeuser in choosing
which date of news stories they want to read.
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All the possible result above is generated using Microsoft Excel. The data available should be
retrieving automatically but because the system is not currently running and online yet, all
these data was hard-coded. In present, the system still not is able to automatically correlate
between financial time-series with time-series of keywords.
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Visualization techniques depend on only one modality of information which is
numeric. A new problem arises when a different modality like textual information is
introduced. Text usually displayed as stream ofcharacters running under the time series
display, for much of the financial news is about change the value of instruments.
It shows how it is possible to visualize the data and information content in two
different modalities. This visualization introduce different technique that able to receive and
display a numerical time series of financial data, and its ability to correlate the series with an
index ofmarket sentiment should be its notable feature.
21
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5.2 RECOMMENDATION
In future, the systemor application will be able to show how it is possibleto visualize
and correlate data and information contents in two different modalities.
The system should be able to describe mood of the marketonly based on this
correlation visualization.
Hence, the system can be able to find out which ofthe turning points in the value of
an instruments (from down to up or up to down) were caused by a specific news item
using the visualization
The system alsopossible to proveit as a prediction system, that it is should be usedin
investigating past behaviour of the market.
22
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Bimodal Visualisation: A Financial Trading Case Study
Tugba Taskaya and Khurshid Ahmad
Department ofComputing
University ofSurrey, Guildford, Surrey. GU2 7XH. UK
{t.taskava. k.ahmad V@surrev.ac.uk
Abstract
Avisualisation system that deals with two modalities of
information - numerical and textual - is presented.
The current application domain is that ofprediction in
financial trading. The system synthesises news stories
and time series data to generate buy/sell signals for
financial instruments.
1. Introduction
Dataand information visualisation systems are used
in noisy environments that typically involve data
streams encoded in a single modality of
communication. Numerical data, organised as time-
serial data, is used to study the behaviour of mobile
phone owners or that of purchasing decisions of
consumers; textual data is used to create the so-called
knowledge maps, thematic maps and semantic maps
showing preferential citation patterns and/or patterns of(key) word usages amongst scientists and technologists.
Image data streams, whether still orvideo images, are
analysed purely on the visual content ofthe images, to
categorise and identify events orobjects.
Usually, the analysis of the unimodal data helps in
creating categories of people using mobile phones,
buying one soap powder brand in preference to another,
or categories of scientists focused on one scientific
endeavour rather than another [1].
The data and information visualisation systems,
working typically on one mode of communication
modality, facilitate decision making for the human users
ofsuch systems. The human users then use other data
sources, perhaps encoded in modalities of
communication other than those used by the systems, to
actually make their final decision. A good example is
that of a financial trader dealing in financial
instruments. The instruments includes shares,
currencies, derivatives; the aggregate values of share
within a national stock exchange or within an
industrial/service/commercial sector is frequently used
as a measure of the financial health and economic
robustness of a national economy or that of the sector.
Thefinancial trader usually hasaccess to a high-volume
data stream that tells the traderhow many shares were
traded at a certain value, for example in intervals as
small as a few seconds. The aggregates, like the
Financial Times-Stock Exchange Indices, DowJones
Industrial Averages, are displayed simultaneously.
Essentially, the trader has access to a time series of
numbers, which is analysed using well-established
statistical techniques that project the quantity and value
of the instrument at some future time.
Trend analysis is a critical task infinancial-trading.
Amixture ofempirical and theory-based techniques has
been developed to display the behaviour of financial
(instrument) time series. Empirically, the behaviour of
the time series is studied over a period of time (few
hours, days ormonths), some of these patterns have a
characteristic shape; a shape associated with a
predictable behaviour at the end of the window.
Patterns are called head and shoulders (two minima
comprising a peak) or harami patterns [3]. Theoretical
techniques are based on statistical properties of time
series: autoregression, Fourier decomposition,
underlying randomness, modelled by established
statistical distributions. Many of these techniques
originate indigital signal processing.
The trader makes his or herbuy/sell decision based
onthebehaviour of theinstrument over a certain period
of time and consults other sources of information
directly or indirectly connected with the instrument:
these sources include news about the national economy
or economies, about the sector and wider issues that
may have catastrophic orbeneficial effect on the on the
instrument
A range of data and information visualisation
techniques have been developed to display the high
volume series: data visualisation includes the so-called
Japanese candle stick patterns where for each point in
time the candle stick shows high/low andcurrent value
jings of the Seventh International Conference on Information Visualization (1V03)
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society
of the instrument together with information as to
whether the instrument is falling or rising in value.
The display of news streams has been made very
user friendly and the emergence of an XML-based
standard, called newsML, means that each news report
can be marked up almost at the content level [4]. News
streams can be according to the user profiles. This
makes it easier filtered in or out for the end user to
selectively receive what he or she wants from 2000 or
so daily news stories typically sent by a single news
agency like Reuters. However, the financial trader is
expected to read literally hundreds of stories, either by
just reading the headline, or by skimming or reading in
detail.
Surveys of financial traders showed that rather than
using informative, complex techniques, simple
visualisation techniques were always preferred [2].
News agency also facilitate search for past news
reports literally over decades. The indexing of news
items is generally good but it is largely manual indexing
by keywords and categories available to the human sub
editor who in effect processes the news for it to go on
the news wire. The marked-up news, for keywords and
categories (relating to different instrument and market
sector) is in principle, an attempt to visualise the
content of the individual news reports.
To summarise then, the financial trader receives
market information in at least two modalities:
numerical, as in time serial data related to one or more
instruments, and textual, as in news wires about the
instrument directly or indirectly. The trader then
synthesises the information in the time series and the
news stream before making the buy and sell decision.
The above scenario, in which the financial traders find
themselves in on a daily basis, can benefit from a
system that can simultaneously deal with the two
principal modalities, numeric and textual. Each of the
modalities can be processed separately, and the results
of the analysis then be synthesised to generate a buy
and sell decision. It is the prototype of such a system
that we describe briefly. This prototype demonstrates
how news reports can be organised and analysed in
order to assess and quantify the general mood of the
trading market. The assessment is about the sentiment,
which is conveyed in individual news item: does the
news item express a positive sentiment or a negative
sentiment? Such expression is deeply embedded in
language. Nevertheless, one can argue that the
preponderance of words related to progress, profits,
rising share prices may boost traders' confidence and
the opposite, traumatic accidents, losses, falling share
prices, will dent the traders' confidence.
Section 2 is analysing visualisation methods used in
financial information.
Section 3 comprises an outline of a prototype
system being developed for an EU 5* Framework
project, GIDA. The prototype can manage a collection
of news stories ~ called a corpus of texts - and
historical time series; can analyse the news stories for
the market sentiment (boost/depression); can correlate
financial time series with a time series of keywords
describing the positive mood of the market and other
time series describing the negative mood.
Section 4 describes the system in operation where it
correlates a time series of an instrument (FTSE - 100)
with mainly UK-related news to generate a buy and sell
signal. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Visualisation for Financial Markets
The available information in financial markets
mainly comprises market instruments* indices, market
reports, market news and announcements. Two main
modalities are used in communication related to the
financial markets. First, there are sequences of
numerical data indexed by time, including volumes of
shares traded, their values, and the values of the
aggregates, e.g. overall market aggregates (FTSE, Dow
Jones), or differences in the aggregates (derivative).
The second modality is that of (written) language:
financial reports, including market sentiment, other
stories affected by and affecting the financial markets.
This data is not as discretely time indexed.
Charting is a standard technique used in financial
decision-making. The set of techniques used in
technical analysis helps to plot price movements,
volume, settlement prices, open interest, and other
indicators, in order to anticipate future price movements
[5]. A financial time series is often visualised in three
formats: Line Chart, Bar Chart, and Candle Chart [see
Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3].
These charts are used by a number of financial web
sites such as "Yahoo Finance"[6], "Prophet.Net"[7],
"Financial Times" [8]. These websites also comprise:
(a) Financial news related to selected instrument;
(b) Fundamentals such as dividend, market
capitalization;
(c) Statistical tools for analysis such as moving
averages, bollinger bands, RSI; and,
(d) Options like time frames, historical prices.
The time intervals can also be changed by the end
user. In addition to the charts used for displaying
historic and current numerical values of an instrument,
the financial news vendors provide access to the so-
called fundamental financial details including
dividends, market capitalisation and so on.
Data visualisation methods are used quite
extensively by the vendors of financial news: Methods
like Inselberg 's parallel coordinates [9], scatter plots
are used to explore the relationships between prices for
example sectors versus sector values such as net
income, total assets. Different techniques were also
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developed for the same purpose like breakdown
visualisation, which is a visual spreadsheet format for
comparison ofadjacent visualizations [10].
Figure 1. LineChartuses dotsversus timein which
dots representsgenerallyclosingprice.
Figure 2. A threeprolongedbar: right represents
openingprice; top the highestprice and bottom is the
lowest.
Figure3. Thischartcanbe usedto display the highand
the low value of the price along the vertical axis.The
horizontal axis is used for time information and also to
display whether or not the opening price at the
beginningof the tradingperiod was higher or lower
than the closingprice. A higher openingprice and lower
closingprice is displayedby a solid rectangleand the
opposite by a hollow rectangle.
Topographic financial maps generally consist of
regions, which indicate sectors or funds. Companies
that belong to either stock index or user's portfolio are
browsed from the corresponding region. The area that
the sector and company occupy is proportional to the
sector price and the company price respectively [11],
[12], [13]. User interaction with the map is supported
generally in two ways. First a tool tip text with a
summary of company information pops up whenever
the mouse points to the area where that company is
represented. And secondly, company information is
browsed in detail whenever a mouse clicking action is
performed.
Visualisation techniques discussed so far depend on
only one modality of information,which is numeric. A
new problem arises when a different modality like
textual information is introduced.
Text usually displayed as a 'ticker tape' that is
stream of characters running under the time series
display, for much of the financial news is about change
the value of instruments. Equally important is the
'indefinable' market sentiment: The potential change in
the mood of the market -how is this to be visualised?
3. Visualising Market Sentiment
Reports about the financial markets sometimes use
metaphorical terms to indicate how the traders feel
about the market: terms like 'bear' and 'feu//' markets
are used to describe that traders are shy and reticent
about buying stocks and bull suggest that their mood is
to buy aggressively. There are a number of metaphors
in addition to hear and bull. News report contains
simpler expressions like:
FTSE set to feU
Royal and Sun hit by asbestos suit
Energytax hurtsbusiness
Each of the underlined verbs fall, hit, hurts conveys
a negative sentiment. On the other hand, verbs like
rise,jump, and climb may convey a positive sentiment.
It is true that a word in natural language may have a
range of meanings: the token rose may mean the flower
rose; it can be a name, as in Mr/Ms Rose in addition to
meaning 'increase in the value of a share or currency'.
However, in financial texts tokens like rose,fall have a
restricted meaning [14], This is particularly true when
these words are used in the following contexts:
{Shares,currencies} rose/fell {by}X percent
{Shares, currency} rose/fell{to} X percent
One heuristic will be to use the frequency of these
two verbs if and only if they occur in the context
described above. The use of this heuristic allows us to
quantify the-market.sentiment in as much as a computer
system can ever evaluate any sentiment.
We have analysed a 2 million word corpus of text
comprising financial news supplied by the Reuters
News Agency for the calendar year 2000. These texts
were analysed by our text analysis system, System
Quirk (which performs text analysis for our prototype)
and we extracted the frequency of the verbs rose and
fell. These frequencies were then plotted together with
the FTSE 100index. Figure 1 shows howthe sentiment
time series correlate with FTSE.
We have performed the analysis over a larger corpus
of Financial News by Reuters over 3-year period (2000-
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2002), comprising over 10 million words, and found
that the heuristics mentioned above to hold as well. In
addition, many other sentiment verbs and prepositions
(up, down, adrift) have been identified and used to
compute the market sentiment. The extraction
methodology is described in detailin [14j.
>l%U*7l»ll>.ll*«!»tlK»!fe
Figure 4. The sentiment time series correlate with
the FTSE
4. A System for Visualising and Correlating
Time Ordered Market Data
4.1. Visualising a News Corpus
Typically, a news agency likeReuters or Bloomberg
will supply over 2000 stories per day comprising
between 300-800 words. Reuters news stories are
XML-formatted which give amongstother information,
industry sectorand countryinformation.
Queries against a database of news stories can be
handledprovided the stories havebeen pre-indexed on
to the date of publication, keywords characterising the
content of the news, and, in our case, key verbs and
prepositions characterising thesentiments, with positive
and negative, expressed in and by each of news stories.
Once a query has been successfully matched, it is
important that the news story be displayed in full
together with the frequency of the keyword, key verbs
and prepositions.
A visualisation system for viewing a text corpus,
queried according to the various attributes of its
constituent texts, has been developed in Java as a key
component to our financial trading prototype (SATISFI:
"Sentiment and Time Series: Financial Analysis
System"). The system is written in Java and is
accessible on the world-wide web (see Figure 5).
Our visualisation system can work with Reuters
country and industry sector categories together with
Reuters supplied keywords. The user can view news
about a particular country of sector, see the distribution
of number of news stories over time soon (see Figure
6).
•.flajtli**i*iMa-Jtw*aMt*zl
Figure 5. The visualisation system ontheweb shows
weekly news. Thesystem displays content of individual
news items together with thekeywords associated with
the content.
4.2. System SATISFI-Visualising Correlation
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Figure 6. The visualisation system can work with
Reuters news categorisation.
SATISFI was developed to show the correlation
between a time series of an instrument and market
sentiment The time series of an instrument is seldom
used in its raw form rather derived forms are used:
return and volatility. The indexreturn is the logarithmic
difference between two consecutive values and
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volatility is a measure of how fast or slowly the
instrument moves upor down in terms of its value.
Figure 7 shows how the prototype system works in
termsof its four components: each helping to visualise
either the market sentiment or an instrument's time
variation. The value of the correlation helps the user to
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Figure 7. SATISFI prototype
SATISFIhas four majorcomponents that have been
fully integratedas shown in Figure7.
I. Time Series Display: SATISFI can display three
time series at a time. These time series comprise
FTSE-100 close index values, upward movement
indicators and downward movement indicators. As
discussed above, upward and downward movement
indicators are the quantification of the market
sentiment expressed in financial news. Over 70
terms each have been identified for conveying
'good' and 'bad* news. For example upward
movement indicators would contain terms like 'up,
rise, growth* etc. while downward movement
indicators would contain terms like 'down, fall' etc.
The movement indicator time series are
synthesized by counting these movement indicator
terms within the financial news published for a
particular day. Each time series is normalised for
proper display purposes. SATISFI is capable of
displayingthe above time series in three forms:
a. Raw form denotes the original time series.
b. Return form refers to the logarithmic
difference between two consecutive values.
c. Volatility (historical volatility) is the relative
rate at which the time series moves up or
down.
II. Time Series Correlation: Correlation is a measure
of the degree of linear-relationsliip between two
time series. SATISFI provides the user the facility
of cross correlating two series in any form (raw,
return, volatility). Any series can be shifted
forward or backward and cross correlation
recalculated to determine whether the market is
followed by the news or vice versa.
HI. Document Display: This comprises two parts:
a. Document Titles: Clicking a dot (date) on any
of the time series, displays the corresponding
date's news titles.
b. Document Content: The content of any
document title can be viewed by clicking that
news title.
IV. Document Analysis: Whenever a document title is
selected from the news list, the extracted sentiment
keywords along with the frequencies are displayed
in "DocumentKeywords" area. Positive sentiment
keyword analysis details appear under the title of
"Upward Movement Indicators" and negative
sentiment keyword analysis details appear under
the title of"Downward Movement Indicators".
4.3. Case Study
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the
SATISFI system a real-life case study was identified
for us by a capital management and research
consultancy, JRC1 Berlin. According to JRC market
experts, there is a well-recorded turning point, from a
low position on a day before to a high on the day
followed by a low on the day after, in the European
Stock Markets. Two of the major stock exchanges are
the London Stock Exchange (with the FTSE100 index
of 100 leading UK companies) and its German
counterpart (the DAX 100 GDX). The high point of
FTSE100 (andDAX 100) in the recorded turning point
case study is that of the 11th March 1997 and two low
points are on the 10th and 12* March 1997: a week of
changing indices (see
1JRC isthelead partner inEU 5*Framework sponsored G1DA
project.
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In order to see whether there was a corresponding
change in the sentimentrelated to the UK markets to the
FTSElOO's behaviour, we selected a week's financial
news from Reuters (10th to 14th March 1997) and
extracted the potential sentiment expressing words
according to our heuristic (see Section 3). There were
15,387 news items (45 MB) produced by Reuters News
during that week. Figure 9 shows the correlation
between the FTSEIOO and the upward movement
indicator: the Pearson correlation moment is 0.88;
visually the change in FTSEIOO and the upward
movement indicator appears to be almost identical. We
have also plotted the downward movement indicator,
which is anti correlated with both the FTSEIOO and the
upward movement indicator (correlation moments of -
0.85 and-0.57 respectively).
Two major feedbackswere receivedfrom JRC. One
feedback was to see the positive news when 'positive
sentiment time series' was clicked and to show negative
news when 'negative sentiment time series' was
clicked. The other feedback was to show the major
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Figure 8. The chartdisplaysnormalised DAX and
FTSEIOO index between 10-14.03.2002.
According to JRC: Rather than displaying news
headlines, visualisation of the sentiment of the news is
much more beneficial in terms of providing a general





Figure 9. The SATISFI interface depicts three time
series together: FTSE index (blue), upward movement
indicators series (green) and downward movement
indicators (red) series.
5. Afterword
System SATISFI shows how it is possible to
visualise the data and information contents in two
different modalities. The system is currently under
evaluation by JRC Berlin and by the reviewers of the
GIDA project appointed by the EU's Fifth Framework
Programme for Information Sciences andTechnologies.
The initial results are interesting. The end-users have
suggested that instead of usingSATISFI as a prediction
system, it should be used in investigating past
behaviour of the market. For instance, using the
visualisation system to find out which of the turning
points in the valueof an instrument (from down toupor
uptodown) werecaused by a specific newsitem.
SATISFI provides a simple visualisation technique
for identifying and displaying a complex feature of the
news it receives. Furthermore, its ability to receive and
displaya numerical timeseriesof financial data, and its
ability to correlate the series with an index of market
sentiment should be its notable feature.
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Abstract
Information Summarization is one of the key challenges for
current and future information systems. In this paper, we will
outline a systemthat comprises modules for summarizing texts
and time seriesto studythe link between the two. Summaries of
texts are generated usinga lexical analysis of cohesion in texts
focusing onkeysentences thatprovide cohesion: by implication,
these are the sentencesthat comprise chief points of a given text.
Time series summarization is accomplished using the so-called
wavelet analysis to separate out the trend, cyclical fluctuations
and autocorrelational effects and generating verbal signals to
describe each phenomenon. Finally, we present a case study
performed on the UK financial market with regards to
multimodal information processing, namely textual and
numerical summarization.
1 Introduction
The Oxford English Dictionarydefines multimodal as
"characterized by several differentmodes of occurrenceor
activity; incorporating or utilizing several different
methodsor systems". With the advent of the Internet and
online data vendors (for example Reuters and
Bloomberg), data availability is no longer a problem. The
information provided by these data vendors is not
restricted to text alone. In feet, information is provided in
different modes ranging from text, graphics, video, sound,
etc. If we look at sectors of a financial market as reported
in financial newspapers, we find information with two
distinct modes of expression namely textual and numeric.
The textual information comprises financial news stories
whereas the numeric information is essentially time series
plots of financial instruments. This widening concept of
"information or knowledge" makes it necessary to process
multimodal information with a unified perspective, which
demandsfor integratingvarious techniques, such as image
and videoprocessing, time series analysisand general text
processing techniques.
Typically, summaries are understood as abridgements
of natural language text documents - chief points, sum or
substance of a matter (Mani, 2000). More recently, the
notion of finding "chief points" has been extendedto time
series (Boyd, 1998)and (Sripada et al, 2001), and to video
sequences. Perhaps sometimes in the future, one can talk
about a system which will be able to synthesize the chief
points about a matter from texts, and if relevant, time
serial data and video sequences.
In this paper, we will outlinea system that comprises
modules for summarizing texts and for summarizingtime
series. Summaries of texts are generated using a lexical
analysis of cohesion in texts focusing on key sentences
that provide cohesion: by implication, these are the
1Toappear intheproceedings ofLREC 2004, Lisbon, Portugal.
sentences that comprise chiefpoints of a given text (Hoey,
1991). Time series summarization can be accomplished
usingthe so-called wavelet analysis (Daubechies, 1996) to
separate out the trend, cyclical fluctuations and
autocorrelational effects and generating verbal signals to
describe each phenomenon. The text and time-series
components are used in the analysis of financial market
movements in conjunction with the SATISFI system
(Taskaya and Ahmad, 2003) developed at the University
of Surreyunder the auspices of the EU sponsored GLDA
project (IST-2000-31123). Traders want to make a note of
"turning" points in the time series data, i.e. when did the
market start to fell or rise or what were the days on which
themarketfell or rose. Subsequent to this identification of
tuning points, theywishto check on thenews prior-to, on,
or after-fhe rise or fell. Here, accurate summaries of
financial news texts appear to be useful in that a mere
display of a headline seldom suffices, as headlines do not
have the discriminating power for examining the content
of the texts.
In financial newspapers we often come across a news
story that talks about the performance of the market and
shows a time series as a "picture illustration"
accompanying the text Figure 1 shows an excerpt from
the Financial Times Online (www.ft.com). The picture
illustration shows the FTSE 100 time series while the
accompanying texttalksabout themarkets in London. The
graph ofthe FTSE 100 shows an uptrend inthelatter half
and a text defines this uptrend in percentage and even
gives the value to which it rises (highlighted yellow in
Figure 1).
Stronger telecomstocks push London higher
By Chris Flood
Published:February27 2004 9:13 |














by noon in tbe final
session of the week,
helped by a stronger
showing from the
engineeringsector,
pharmaceutical companies and telecoms.
The FTSE 100 indexrose 0.6 per cent to 4,544.6
and the mid-cap FTSE 250 added 0.4 per cent at
6,281.4 by 1200 GMT.
Figure 1:Excerpt fromFinancial Times Online
Here, the concise reporting about the London markets
can be regarded as a textual summary whereas the
description of the FTSE 100 trend (highlighted yellow)
can be regarded as a time series summary.
1.1 Chief Points of Collateral Texts
Consider again the news accompanying the time series
in Figure 1. Thenews headline is one of the main chief
points: 'Stronger telecom stocks push London higher'.
This is a summary, which, however, requires
considerable real-worldknowledge: Londonstands for the
London Stock Exchange and 'higher' is an abbreviation
for 'higher values of the index'. The summary appears
quite cryptic without the background knowledge of the
semanticrelations that may exist betweenthe keywords in
the headlines.
The headline of the news item introduces the topics to
be discussed, the so-called topic opening sentences; the
first sentence in the body has some new words
(engineering, equity market, pharmaceutical) but is
dominated by words (or topics) already introduced - the
so-called central sentences. The text in the Figure 1 is
short, otherwise in longer texts there are sentences that
introduce no new topics - all words have been introduced
in the topic opening and central sentences.
Some of the sentences have no links (the marginal
sentences) and others have above average of number of
links. The sentences with above average links can be
collated and be used as a surrogate for the original
document - a summary.
This summary is more informative than, say, the
headline alone. The cohesion link-based network shows
the repeatingtextual patternsin a manner analogousto the
time series with its cycles, fluctuations and trends - all the
result of the distribution of frequently and rarely used
patterns ofnumber distribution.
1.2 Chief Points of a Time Series
The time series in Figure 1 can be summarized by
suggesting that it has three major peaks and two major
valleys and additionally has a number of minor peaks and
valleys. The average value of the FTSE index is around
4500 and mere is an observable uptrend Monday onwards.
Furthermore, one can argue that die time between two
peaks - one on Tuesday and theother on Friday is 72
hours and perhaps this cycle will persist. However, there
are sections of rapid fluctuations - during Tuesday and
Thursday.
The "chief points" of a time series are thus the cycles,
trends and fluctuations. Violently fluctuating time series,
when the first difference varies between positive (a rising
series), or negative (a felling series) are said to have high
volatility. If all the predictable patterns including cycles,
trends and fluctuations are subtracted from a time series,
then what is left is a set of random numbers - the so-
called "shocks" in the system. These numbers are usually
distributed according to a random distribution function
with well-defined movements. However, if different
random distributions are required over a period of time
then the series is called nonstationary.
A time series is defined usually as an ordered series of
numbers. The various changes in the value of the series
have different return periods - cyclical changes have
differentperiods, fluctuations or more accuratelyvolatility
patterns emergeover a periodof time and then never recur
and different volatility patterns appear at different times.
These return periods manifest themselves as the so-called
turning points or edges in a time series.
2 The Approach
Figure 2 outlines the basic approach we adopt to
process multimodal information. We analyze data
provided by Reuters, comprising 5000 stories per day
(c.200-500 words/story) in over 150ad-hoc topics, witha
volatile time series - tick data from currency trading
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Figure 2: Synthesis of multimodal information
The traders mine and fuse this semi-structured and
volatile data visually to generate buy/sell signals. Our
framework (a) summarizes financialnews articles using
linguistic resources (e.g. lexical cohesion); (b)
summarizes the locally-volatile financial time series in
terms of the turning points using wavelet analysis; and (c)
facilitates the visualization of the buy/sell signal. In this
section, we will define our text sirmmarization and time
series summarization modules in greater detail.
(a) Text Summarization
This module is a computer implementation based on a
linguistic theory of text organization called lexical
cohesion (Hoey, 1991). Lexical cohesion is the tendency
of the sentences in a text to carry information about a
certain topic through related words and that provides
qualityof unity to the text. Hoeyhas argued thatmere is a
very important connotation of marking cohesion explicitly
in a text, which is lexical repetition. In feet, this approach
uses the most frequent words ofthe text, their variants and
conceptual relationships to establish connections between
sentences in the text. The sentences that have a strong
degree of association are selected for the summary. Two
key notions were proposed by Hoey. The first key notion
is links- which occur whenever there is a repetition of an
item in two separate sentences. The second notion is bond
- which is established whenever there is an above-average
degree of linkage between two sentences. He stressed that
the number of links, which constitute a bond, is relative to
the type of text and to the average number of links in the
text, but normally, three linksconstitute a bond, in order to
avoid accidental repetition. Figure 3 is an excerpt from a
financial news file collected from Reuters' Website
(www.reuteTS.com) and illustrates both concepts. For
example, the two sentences (nos. 18 and 20) in Figure 3
are bonded by four links, which together constitute a
bond.
18. In other news, Hewlett-Packard said
preliminary estimates showed
shareholders had approved its purchase
ofComnaq^unij utu —aresult
unconfirmed by officials.
20. In a related , Compaq shareholders
are expected on Wednesday to back the
deal, catapulting HP into contention
against International BusinessMachines
forthe titleof No.1comfniler company.
Figure 3: Example of bonded sentences
(b) Time Series Summarization
Traditional time series analysis methods involve
decomposing a series into trend, seasonal variation, other
cyclical changes and the remaining "irregular"
fluctuations. However, this decomposition can be unique
and effective only if certain assumptions about the
underlying phenomena of the process are made, for
example nonstationarity and volatility. Recently, it has
been claimed that the so-called wavelet filtering provides
insight into the dynamics of financial time series beyond
that of current classical statistical methodology. A number
of concepts, for example, nonstationarity, multiresolution,
and approximate decorrelation have emerged from
wavelet filters (Gencay et al, 2002). Wavelet filtering
provides a natural platform to deal with the time-varying
characteristics of real-world time series and is not
restrained by the assumption of stochastic stability.
Wavelet analysis decomposes a time series into several
sub-series (Al, Dl, D2, ... DN), which may be associated
with particular time scales. The interpretation of features
in complex financial time series is made easy by first
applying the wavelet transform and subsequently
interpreting each individual sub-series. The extrema of the
DWT sub-series detect major edges in the signal and
hence correspond to most of the turning points. The
recursive DWT filtering process removes long and short-
term fluctuations from the signal in each recursion to give
a linear trend in the end. Each recursive component is a
time series in its own right. The major cycles within the
various components (Al, Dl, D2, ... DN) can be found
using FFT techniques: this technique gives the frequency
and amplitude for n/2 periods, where n is the number, of
data points in the time series. Different frequencies have
different amplitudes - or loosely strengths - and in order
to judge which of the n/2 cycles within the various
components are important, the strength of the period of
the signal can usually be determined by computing the
Fourier coefficients. The variance change location is
detected using the DWT on the volatility time series and
making use ofthe so-called normalized cumulative sum of
squares (NCSS) index.
3 A Case Study
Here, we report about a case study performed on the
UK financial market for the month of May in 2002. The
textual dataset comprises six financial news stories per
day in May 2002 whereas the numeric data is the FTSE
100 index for the same period.
Figure 4 below shows the FTSE 100 time series for
May 2002 with the trend (green line) and three most



















Figure 4: FTSE 100 (daily) for May-2002 showingturning
points and trend identified by system
Table 1 shows our system's summary output (verbal
signal generation) for other features extracted from the
FTSE 100 time series data for May 2002. By looking at
the system output for the FTSE 100 (Figure 4 and Table 1)
we conclude that May 15, 2002 signifies a major turning






Uptrend from 1st to 10* day
St'ft* -+(8.89) t +5151.79
Downtrend from 11*to 22nd day







Table 1: FTSE 100 summary output for May-2002
As discussed earlier, traders often want to know the
news on and around financial turning points to make
buy/sell decisions. In such a scenario, text summarization
of news articles published on the day of the turning point
and around it gains considerable importance. Table 2
shows the output from our text summarization module for
the May 15 turning point, one day before it and one day
after it. We have set the text summarization program to
produce a one-sentence summary for each ofthese days so
that we can correlate the news easily with the FTSE 100
time series. In Table 2, May 14 summary is good in the
sense that it talks about the FTSE 100 "opening higher"
the next day. This is supported well by the FTSE 100
index, which shows a peak the next day (May 15) in
Figure 4. However, the time series module defines May 15
as a turning point and hence the index or the market is






Financial bookmakers in London expect the FTSE
100toopen10-16 pointshigher aftera close of
5,204.8and France's CAC-40 to start two points
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pounds in its yearto end March, slightlyabove
analysts' forecastrangeof 900millionto 1.25billion
pounds but down28 percent ontheyear-ago period
reflecting the new, slimmed-down BT Group.
Table 2: News on and around the May 15 turning point
The news itself on May 15 (the day of the occurrence
of the turning point) in Table 2 talks about the retailer
Kingfisher "dipping" - sort of indicating that the market
could go down. The trend of FTSE 100 from this day
onwards confirms it as a major turning point and the index
continues to fell for the remainder ofthe month. Referring
to Table 2 again, the news on May 16 (one day after the
turning point) also talks about the British Telecom as
"slimmed-down".
4 System SATISFI
The text and time series modules described herein are
being used in conjunction with the SATISFI system
developed at the University of Surrey (Taskaya and
Ahmad, 2003). SATISFI is a multimodal information
visualization and synthesis tool. Other capabilities of
SATIFI include extracting market sentiment and events
from news texts and then correlating it with the FTSE 100
time series; and news categorizationusing self-organizing
maps. Figure 5 shows the SATISFI screenshot.
Figure 5: System SATISFI screenshot
The blue line in Figure 5 depicts the FTSE 100 index
whereas the green and red lines depict the upward and
downward market movement indicator time series. The
user can correlate the market sentiment with the FTSE 100
index and can even shift the series forward and backward
to check whether the news precedes the market movement
or vice-versa. Moreover, each point on these time series
can be double clicked to view the news headlines for that
day. Furthermore these news headlines can be double
clicked to display the entire news or its summary.
5 Afterword
Information about an event can be disseminated in a
number of different modalities: science and technology,
finance and business, linguistic modality and that of
numbers, are amongst the key modes of interaction. The
information supplied in thesemodes is voluminous and it
is important to extract the chief points especially those
points that show major changes related to the events. We
have described a method for extracting turning points in a
fluctuating and volatile time series and suggested ways in
which this modality of numbers can be summarised in
linguistic statements. Furthermore, we have attempted to
introduce two possible uses of linguistic information that
accompanies or complements the numerical information.
First is the verificational use of the chief points of news
streams for investigating the causes of potential turning
points identified in thetime series analysis. Second is the
predictive use of news stories in predicting turning points
based entirely on the class of news reported at a given
time.
The method and analysis described above has been
evaluated successfully but with a limited rangeof experts
to both assess the efficacy of the time series
summarisation and that of news summarisation. An
extended trial involving a larger number of experts is
required and is being planned. The other important
development related to the trials is the release of the
software on the web so the public at large can try. The
method will be introduced in our work on the financial
Grid project sponsored by the UK ESRC's initiative on
eScience.
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Subject Matters
IKhurshid Ahmad together with Tugba Taskaya Temizel, David Cheng, Pensiri Manomaisupat,
aif Ahmad, Lee Gillam, Haitham Trablousi and Matthew Casey
an market sentiment be visual-
ed in the same way as share
ices or any other financial
set? It so, technical analysts
)uld use such charts for funda-
ental confirmation of their
clinical views. A team of
searchers at the University of
.irrey present a prototype system
Inch they have developed for an
U-sponsored project - GIDA
j-eneric Information-based
•ecision Assistant) - the aims of
hich include the development of
method for automatically gener-
ins; trading; sienals from fman-
al texts.
rhe financial trader receives market infor
mation in at least two forms: numbers
d text. While various types of chart can be
ed to display numerical data in a form that
easyto digest and analyse, the financial
ider is expected to read literally hundreds
' stories. Even if this only means reading
e headlinesor skim-reading, this is still a
onumental task.Surveys of financial
iders show that rather than using informa-
re, complex techniques, simple visualisation
chniques were always preferred (Saltz and
einbach, 1997). Clearly, a system that can
nultaneously deal with numeric and textual
,ta would be of benefit.
is the prototype of such a system being
:veloped for an E(J sponsored project
JIDA) that we describebriefly. Despite the
ct that textual information is not as dis-
etelytime indexed, this prototype demon-
rates how news reports can be organised
id analysed in order to assess and quantity
e general mood of the trading market. The
sessment is about the sentiment, which is
inveyed in an individual newsitem:does
e newsitem express a positive sentimentor
* can managea collectionof news stories
and historical time-series;
* can analyse the news stories for market
sentiment;
* can correlate financial time-series with a
time-series of keywords describingthe
positive and negative mood of the
market.
a negative sentiment?Such expression is
deeply embedded in language. Nevertheless,
one can argue that the occurrence of words
related to progress, profits, rising share prices
mayboost traders' confidenceand the oppo
site, traumaticaccidents, losses, falling share
prices, will dent the traders' confidence.
Visualising market sentiment
Reports about the financial markets some
times use metaphorical terms to indicate how
the traders feel about the market: terms like
.:-!,•: 'rO '•'.)< H' **"•*! >'1
Figure 1.
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'bear' and 'bull' markets are well-known.
News reports contains other expressions like:
fTSIXset to fall, Royaland Sun hit by
asbestos suit, Energy tax hurts business.
Each of the underlined verbs fall, hit, hurts
conveys a negative sentiment. On the other
hand, verbs potentially likerise, jump,and
climb may convey a positive sentiment, It is
true that a word in natural language may
havea range of meanings: the token rose
may mean the flowerrose;it can be a name,
as in Mr/Ms Rose in addition to meaning
'increase in the value of a share or currency'.
However, in financial texts tokens like rose,
fallhave a restricted meaning [14j.This is
particularly true whenthesewords are used
in the following contexts:
{Shares, currencies} rose/fell {by} X percent
{Shares, currency} rose/fell {to} X percent
One problem-solving technique (heuristic)
would be to use the frequency of these two
verbsonly if they occur in the context
described above. The use of this heuristic
allows us to quantity the marketsentimentin
ubject Matters
gure 2, The visualisation system on the
:b shows weekly news. The system dis-
ays content of individual news items
gether with the keywords associated
ith the content.
much as a computersystem can evereval-
te any sentiment. Wehave analysed 2 mil-
m words of text comprising financial news
pplied by Reuters for the year 2000. These
Kts were analysed by our text analysis sys-
m,SystemQuirk (which performs text
alysis for our prototype) and we extracted
e frequency of the verbs rose and fell.
lese frequencies were then plotted together
th the FTSE 100 index. Figure 1 shows
>w the sentiment time-series correlates with
rsE.
e haveperformed the analysis over a larger
Election of financial news from Reuters
<er a 3-year period (2000-2002),comprising
'er 10 million words, and found that the
luristics mentioned above hold as well. In
Idirion, many other sentiment verbs and
epositions (up, down, adrift) have been
entified and used to compute the market
nriment.
'pically, a news agency like Reuters or
oomberg willsupply over 2000stories per
lv comprising between 300-800 words.
;uters news stories give,amongst other
formation, industry sector and country
formation. Queries against a database of
;wsstories can be bandied provided the
Dries have been pre-indexedon to the date
: publication, keywords characterising the
intent of the news, and, in our case, key
:rbs and prepositions characterising the
sentiments,with positiveand negative,
expressed in and by eachof newsstories.
Once a query has been successfully matched,
it is important that the news storybe dis
played in full togetherwiththe frequency of
the keyword, key verbs and prepositions. A
visualisation systemfor viewing a collection
of text, queried accordingto the various
attributes of its constituent texts, has been
developed injava as a keycomponent to our
Figure 3. The visualisation system can
work with Reuters news categorisation.
financial trading prototype (SATISFI:
"Sentiment and Time-series: Financial
Analysis System"). The system is written in
Java and is accessible on the world-wide web
(see Figure 2). Our visualisationsystem can
workwith Reuterscountry and industry sec
tor categories together with Reuterssupplied
keywords (see Figure 3).
Figure 4. SATISFI prototype
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The SATISFI system
SATISFI wasdeveloped to showthe correla
tion between a time-series of an instrument
and market sentiment. The time-series of an
instrument is seldom used in its raw form,
rather derived forms are used: return and
volatility. The index return is the logarithmic
difference between two consecutive values
and volatilityis a measure of how fast or
slowly the instrumentmoves up or downin
terms of its value. Figure 4 shows how the
prototypesystem works in terms of its four
components: each helping to visualise either
the market sentiment or an instrument's time
variation. The value of the correlation helps
the user to make a buy/sell decision.
SATISFI has four major components that
have been integrated as shown in Figure 4.
I. Time-series Display: SATISFI can display
three time-scries at a time. These time-series
comprise of FTSE-100 close indexvalues,
upward movement indicators and downward
movement indicators. As discussed above,
upward and downwardmovementindicators
arc the quantification of the market
sentiment expressedin financial news. Over
70 terms each have been identified for con
veying'good1 and 'bad' news. For example
upward movementindicators would contain
terms like 'up, rise,growth' etc. whiledown-
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ltd movement indicators would contain
:ms like 'down, fall1 etc. The movement
Jicator time-series are synthesized by
unting these movement indicator terms
thin the financial news published for a par-
:ular day. Each time-series is normalised for
oper display purposes. SATISFIis capable
displaying the above time-series in three
rms:
Rawform denotes the original time-scries.
Return form refers to the logarithmicdif-
cence between two consecutive values.
Volatility (historicalvolatility) is the relative
te at which the time-series moves up or
iwn.
Time-series Correlation: SATISFI pro
ves the user the facility of cross correlating
roseries in any form (raw, return, volatility),
ny series can be shifted forward or back-
lrd and cross correlation recalculated to
:termine whether the market is followed by
e news or vice versa.
1. Document Display: This comprises of
'O parts:
Document Titles: Clicking a dot (date) on
iyof the time-series, displays the corre-
ionding date's news titles.
Document Content: The content of any
Kument title can be viewed by clicking that
:ws title.
'. Document Analysis: Whenever a docu-
ent title is selected from the news list, the
;tracted sentiment keywords along with the
equencies are displayed in "Document
eywords" area. Positive sentiment keyword
Lalysis detailsappear under the title of
Jpward Movement Indicators" and negative
ntiment keyword analysis details appear
ider the title of "Downward Movement
idicators".
ase Study
. order to investigate the effectiveness of
e SATISFI system a real-life case study was
entified for us by a capital management
td research consultancy,JRC Berlin, (who
e also the lead partner in the EU spon
Subject Matters
sored GIDA project). Accordingto JRC mar
ket experts, there is a well-recorded turning
point, from a lowpositionon a day beforeto
a high on the day followed by a lowon the
day after, in the EuropeanStock Markets.
The two major stock exchanges are the
London Stock Exchange (with the FTSEIOO
index of 100 leading UK companies) and its
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Figure 6. The SATISFI interface depicts three time-series together: FTSE index (blue),
upward movement indicators series (green) and downward movement indicators (red)
series.
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ubject Matters
ien German counterpart (with the DAX
00 GDX). The high point of FTSEIOO
ind DAX 100) in the recorded turning point
asestudy is that of the 11th March 1997
nd two low points are on the 10th and 12th
larch 1997:a week of changing indices (see
'igure 5).
i order to see whether there was a corre-
ponding changein the sentimentrelated to
le UK markets to the FTSElOO's behaviour,
'e selected a week's financial news from
Outers (10th to 14th March 1997)and
xtracted the potential sentiment expressing
/ords according to our heuristic There were
5,387news items produced by Reutersdur-
lg that week. Figure 6 shows the correlation
ietween the FFSEl 00 and the upward
lovement indicator: the Pearson correlation
moment is 0.88;visually the change in
TSEIOO and the upward movement indica-
:>r appears to be almost identical. Wehave
Isoplotted the downward movement indica
nt, which is anti correlated with both the
TSE100 and the upward movement indica-
or (correlation moments of -0.85 and -0.57
espectively).
Two major feedbacks were received from
RC. One feedback was to show the positive
iews when 'positive sentiment time-series'
/as clicked and to show negative news when
legative sentimenttime-series' was clicked.
"he other feedback was to show the major
iews that caused the turning points.
According to JRC: Ratherthan displaying
news headlines, visualisation of the senti
ment of the news is much more beneficial in
terms of providing a general overview of the
news withrespect to stock marketin a quick
way.
Afterword
SATISFI shows how it is possible to visualise
data and information contents in two differ
ent modalities, The system is currently under
evaluation byJRC Berlin and by the review
ers of the GIDA project appointed by the
EU. The initial results are interesting The
end-users havesuggested that insteadof
usingSATISFI as a prediction system, it
should be used in investigating past behav
iour of the market. For instance, using the
visualisation systemto find out which of the
turning points in the valueof an instrument
(from down to up or up to down) were
caused by a specificnews item. SATISFI
provides a simple visualisation technique for
identifying and displaying a complex feature
of the news it receives. Furthermore, its abil
ity to receive and display a numerical time-
series of financial data, and its ability to cor
relate the scries with an index of market sen
timent should be its notable feature.
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